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HEP community

 closely-knit community

 20-30k active researchers publishing 10k articles

 large collaborations (up to 5000 members)

 very international (even small author groups)

 authors = readers

 rapid information exchange essential

 mailing of preprints since the 60‟s

 long OA tradition

 >90% of HEP journal articles on arXiv

 dominance  of community based information systems

 arXiv

 SPIRES



Dominance of community services
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From 2007 survey of 2,000 physicists.  Gentil-Beccot et al, Information Resources in High-Energy 

Physics: Surveying the Present Landscape and Charting the Future Course.  

J.Am.Soc.Inf.Sci.60:150-160,2009 arXiv:0804.2701



SPIRES (1974-)
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 network of databases

 HEP literature, conferences, institutions, experiments, hepnames, jobs

 SLAC – DESY – Fermilab Collaboration

 SPIRES-HEP

 Metadata for  850k objects, ~800 new records per week

 Preprints, journal articles, conference contributions, books, grey literature

 since 1974, web server since 1991

 100k searches/day

 high data quality, manually curated, comprehensive coverage

 high acceptance, user involvement

But:

 outdated technology from the 70„s
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run by

(2007-)

http://inspirebeta.net

http://inspirebeta.net
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Bibliographic Content

 SPIRES content (plus part of CDS):
journal articles, conference proceedings, preprints, experimental notes, theses

 going beyond SPIRES:
conference slides, multimedia, software, high-level research data…

 going back before 1974

 more material from neighboring disciplines
astrophysics, nuclear physics, mathematics…

cited by core HEP articles
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“Fulltext” repository

 all freely accessible articles
 esp. “endangered” material

 access restricted articles
 “hidden archive”

 agreements with Springer and APS

 historical material
 scanning of old preprint series

 beyond articles
 slides, multimedia, software, wikis…
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Search

 Google-like freetext search

 fulltext search

 Complex second-order searches

Example:

Find the most influential HEP core papers that cite the Hitchin article 

„Generalized Calabi-Yau manifolds“ but don„t cite any papers by 

Polchinski

refersto:reportnumber:math/0209099 collection:core 

cited:100->9999 NOT refersto:author:Polchinski
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Fulltext search - snippets
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Detailed record page
 abstract

 keywords

 publication info

 thumbnails of figures

 various export formats

 tabs for

 references

 citations

 fulltext

 full-sized plots with captions
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Detailed record with plots



Plot extraction

 figures extracted from LaTeX sources (arXiv)

 captions searchable

soon to come:

 extraction from pdf 

 phrase from fulltext referencing a figure
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Citation analysis

 cited by

 co-cited with

 self-citations

 citation history



Citation analysis: Example

<#>
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Author page

 affiliation history

 coauthors

 frequent keywords

 article classification

 citation summary
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HEPNAMES
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HEP taxonomy

hierarchical structure of all important

 HEP concepts (dynamical symmetry breaking)

providing 

 synonyms  (dynamically broken)

 related terms  (spontaneous symmetry breaking)

 broader/narrower (symmetry breaking)

 definitions

 subject areas (high-energy physics – theory)
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Keyword extraction
arXiv:0903.3933

Author keywords:

quantum cosmology -> quantum cosmology

wheeler-dewitt equation ->

tunneling probability -> tunneling

positive cosmological constant -> cosmological constant

Composite keywords:

10  transformation, canonical [22, 24]

9  potential, symplectic [22, 33]

3  tensor, energy-momentum [3, 3]

2  quantization, canonical [8, 24]

2  symmetry, gauge [4, 2]

2  oscillator, harmonic [2, 2]

1  dimension, 2 [0, 33]

1  fluid, pressure [22, 2]

1  operator, differential [16, 1]

1  inflation, open [4, 1]

1  field theory, scalar [0, 1]

Single keywords:

19  wave function

14  tunneling

13  Wheeler-DeWitt equation

13  cosmological constant

8   zero mode

7  Robertson-Walker

7  quantum cosmology

6  variational

5  Schroedinger equation

4  boundary condition

4  Poisson bracket

4  phase space

Acronyms:

WDW Wheeler-DeWitt equation

Core keywords:

Wheeler-DeWitt equation

quantum cosmology
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Taxonomy applications

 fast automatic generation of keywords
 enabling e.g. prompt alerts

 manually curated afterwards

 automatic selection of HEP relevant articles
 no longer time delay in border areas due to manual selection

 improved search algorithm (planned)

 A search for „SUSY“ will also find „supersymmetry“

 narrow/broaden search

 user tagging (planned)

 improve Inspire generated classification

 improve taxonomy
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Author identification

 INSPIRE author id
 compatible with other identification schemes

 active participation in ORCID

 author disambiguation
 using e.g. lab id‟s, affiliation history, coauthors and more

 22.000 INSPIRE-id‟s already assigned

 automatic association of papers with authors
 using info on affiliations, coauthors, research topics, from publishers

G. Chen: 963 docs, 21 real authors, only 22 docs not assigned, 97.2% 

success rate

 INSPIRE-id part of author lists of large collaborations 
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Future projects

 innovative metrics

 semantic analysis

 content indexing of plots and tables

 recommender systems
 combining citations, keywords, fulltext, usage pattern data...

 open API for 3rd party tools and searching

 object aggregation (OAI-ORE)

 OAIS standards for long-term document preservation


